as a pillar, will be a temple of God, and everything that You give to me I will tithe back to You." (Gen. 28:10-22) /^^J^-2 ne story of Jacob's dream-vision at Bethel was highly ( ÇLJ/ significant for ancient readers of the Bible: it marked ^-LS the first time that God appeared to Jacob or addressed him directly and was thus the start, in a sense, of his career as one of God's chosen servants. At the same time, a few things in this brief passage were puzzling. Why, to begin with, had Jacob dreamt of a ladder and angels at all? Could not God simply speak to him with words alone, as He had spoken earlier to Abraham (Gen. 15: [17] [18] [19] [20] ? And what were the ladder and the angels intended to communicate? Finally, Jacob's reaction to the dream was puzzling. After he wakes up, "he took fright and said, 'How fearsome is this place!'" Surely the content of the dream itself seemed altogether positive and reassuring-what could have frightened Jacob?
These were the sorts of questions out of which ancient biblical interpretation developed. For it is certainly not hard to imagine young pupils in olden times asking their teacher just such things about Jacob's dream, or listeners to a sermon on this text quizzing the preacher about such matters once he was done. Bit by bit, and often in highly creative fashion, ancient interpreters managed to come up with answers-not only to the questions mentioned, but to all manner of queries touching on the whole of the Bible's stories, laws, prophecies, and songs. A good answer-one that seemed to solve the problem, or at least addressed it in some novel fashion-would be adopted willingly by teachers and preachers (now they would know what to say!) and so passed on to future generations. Sometimes, however, different explanations would vie with one another for a long time before one of them won out in public opinion; indeed, it sometimes happened that no single explanation succeeded in eliminating all the others. In fact, that is what happened in the case of Jacob's dream.
One very early answer to the questions posed above is to be found in the writings of Philo of Alexandria, a first-century Jewish scholar who lived in the Greek-speaking city of Alexandria, Egypt. Commenting on the dream narrative, Philo observed:
Perhaps as well [Jacob] caught a glimpse of his own [future] life in this visionary ladder. . . . The affairs of men are by their very nature comparable to a ladder because of their irregular course. For a single day (as someone well put it) can carry the person set on high downward and lift someone else upward, for it is the nature of none of us to remain in the same circumstances, but rather to undergo all manner of changes. ... So the path of human affairs goes up and down, subjected to unstable and shifting happenstance. (Philo, On Dreams, 1:150, 153-56) For Philo, the ladder in the dream seems to have been intended to communicate the "ups and downs" that lay in store for Jacob (and which characterize human affairs in general). If so, one can well imagine Jacob's anxiety upon awakening: it is one thing to know in a general way that life is not always sweet for everyone, but quite another to have a vision implying that tough times may lie just ahead in one's own life. As will be seen presently, Philo's comment in its broad outline is paralleled by exegetical traditions attested elsewhere, both in the roughly contemporaneous writings of the biblical apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha and in later, rabbinic texts. But these other sources hardly speak with one voice: there were, as already indicated, several competing approaches to Jacob's dream.
Changing of the Guard
One well-known approach focused on the biblical passage's assertion that the angels were "going up and down" on the ladder. In Hebrew, going up and down (more literally, "ascending and descending") is the normal order of things-as it is indeed in English as well. In fact, the laws of gravity being what they are, in quite a few languages things are said first to go up and then, afterward, down. But in the case of angels, this order raised a slight exegetical difficulty: since angels are normally located in heaven, one would expect them first to have gone down on the ladder, and only subsequently up. If the biblical passage maintains the opposite, it seemed to ancient interpreters a reasonable inference that the particular angels in question must have already been on the earth-on some mission or other-before the ladder appeared; they then ascended on the ladder to heaven while some other angels descended at the same time. It remained only to discover what their particular mission had been.
One hypothesis was that these angels had been sent down to earth to accompany Jacob on the trek from his father's house to that of his uncle Laban in Aram (that is, the journey from Beer Sheba to Haran mentioned in the first sentence of the biblical passage cited). They went with him from his parents' house as far as Bethel. If, at that point in the journey, they ascended to heaven, perhaps it was because they were unable to accompany him the rest of the way:
The angels that accompany a person within the land of Israel cannot accompany him outside of the land. [Therefore, the angels who were said to be] ascending-these were the ones who had accompanied him within the land of Israel; and descending-these were the ones who were to accompany him outside of the land [to Aram]. (Genesis Rabba 68:12) Seen in this light, what happened at Bethel was a kind of "changing of the guard": the angels who ascended were immediately replaced by another cohort that descended on the same ladder.
Angels Had Been Exiled
Another possibility was that the angels were already on earth because they had been sent down on some previous mission quite unrelated to Jacob. Looking backward from chapter 28 of Genesis, a reader could not but notice that a group of angels had been mentioned not long before, in chapter 18: there, three angels had appeared to Abraham and Sarah at Mamre, and not long afterward (chapter 19) two of the three were sent to destroy the city of Sodom and save Lot from its wreckage. Perhaps, interpreters theorized, these were the very same angels who subsequently ascended on Jacob's ladder. But why should they have waited so long before returning to heaven? Said R. Levi in the name of R. Samuel bar Nahman: [they were] ministering angels [i.e., the angels that serve God in highest heaven]. But since they had revealed the mysteria of God, they were cast out of their [heavenly] domain for 138 years. . . . Said R. Hama b. R. Hanina: [they were cast out] because they had been arrogant and said, "For we are about to destroy this place" (Gen. 19:13). {Genesis Rabba 50:9) According to this overall approach, these angels were ministering angels 1 and thus naturally belonged in the highest part of heaven.
If they were still on earth at the time of Jacob's dream-vision, it must be that they were being punished for something. R. Levi cites one opinion: at the time of the destruction of Sodom, the angels had warned Lot of the impending disaster by saying, "Who else do you have here? Sons-in-law, your sons and daughters, and anyone else that you have in the city-bring them out of this place. For, we are about to destroy this place; the outcry made against them to the Lord has become so great that the Lord has sent us to destroy if (Gen. 19:12-13). Apparently, the angels gave out too much information. All they had really needed to say to Lot and his family was, "Get out." By mentioning the outcry that led to God's divine verdict against Sodom, and even mentioning the fact that they themselves had been sent by God, the angels were, according to this opinion, revealing far more than was called for, things that were in the category of divine mysteria and thus normally kept from human beings. The explanation given by R. Hama b. R. Hanina is slightly different. The very wording of the angels' warning-"For, we are about to destroy this place"-seemed terribly immodest. Were not the angels merely executing God's decree that the place be destroyed? Even Lot, no saint in the rabbinic reckoning, reworded their warning in the very next verse: "The Lord is about to destroy the city" (Gen. 19:14). Attributing the destruction to themselves thus seemed to be an instance of overweening pride on the angels' part, one that might have brought on the punishment of being exiled from heaven.
Whichever explanation one chooses, the idea that these heavenly angels had been exiled would account for their presence on earth at the time of Jacob's dream. They then ascended on the ladder and resumed their rightful place in the supernal realm.
A REAL LADDER
One subtle fact is often missed in connection with this midrash or the previous one (that is, the exegetical motif that we have called the "Changing of the Guard"). The starting assumption of both is that the actual content of Jacob's dream had nothing to do with a ladder or angels. Gen. 28:12 may say, "He had a dream," but what follows immediately is not a description of the dream at all but an account of something else that took place while Jacob was asleep and busy dreaming: suddenly, a real ladder was stretched between earth and heaven, and some real angels ascended and descended on it. The narrative then goes on to detail God's words to Jacob while he was asleep. One might adjust the previous translation of the biblical narrative to reflect this other way of reading:
Jacob left Beer Sheba and went off toward Haran. And he happened on a certain place and decided to spend the night there, since the sun had set. He took some of the stones from the place and put them down at his head; then he lay down in the place to sleep. He had a dream. Meanwhile, a ladder was stuck into the ground and its top reached up to heaven, and the angels of God went up and down on it.
And [in the dreamj the Lord was standing over him and He said, "I am the Lord, the God of Abraham your father and the God of Isaac; the land upon which you are lying I am giving to you and your descendants. ..." Jacob woke up from his sleep and said, "The Lord is indeed present in this place, though I did not know it!" And he took fright and said, "How fearsome is this place! This is the very house of God, and that is the gateway to heaven." This approach to the biblical passage had much to recommend it. In removing the ladder and the angels from the dream, it eliminated in one deft stroke the most puzzling aspect of the narrative. All that was left now in the dream were God's own words to Jacob, and these were quite straightforward. In so doing, these midrashists also succeeded in making God's manner of communicating with Jacob no different from His method of communicating with Abraham in Gen. 15:17-20: in both cases, God speaks to the person in a deep sleep, but in both He uses only words and not visual symbols, saying in both cases what lies in store for the person's progeny.
Angels Descended to Admire Jacob
Such success notwithstanding, the above explanations are lacking in at least one regard. The biblical text says the angels were ascending and descending. Now, the exiled angels might well have ascended because their allotted punishment was over, or because of some act of divine clemency, but why should other angels then go down? One might, of course, say-in keeping with the "Changing of the Guard" motif-that Jacob still needed to be escorted the rest of the way to Laban's house. But if so, why should the exiled angels, who, after all, had accompanied Jacob part of the way and who were thus already in place, have departed so quickly without completing the job? 2 In fact, even the "Changing of the Guard" midrash had not really handled this problem successfully. It had created an ad hoc "rule," according to which angels who accompany someone within the land of Israel are not authorized to accompany him outside of the land.
3 But by any reckoning, Bethel (or Jerusalem, with which, curiously, "this place" in the biblical story was sometimes identified) 4 does not sit on the border between the land of Israel and Aram; the new angels would thus have a lot of accompanying to do right in the land of Israel before entering their supposed province of activity. If the second group of angels could operate both inside the land of Israel and outside, why couldn't the first?
Perhaps it was because of such considerations that a slight variation on the overall approach of these explanations is found elsewhere in rabbinic writings. According to this other approach, the ladder in the story is still a real ladder and the angels are real angels; unlike the previous versions, however, their ascending and descending had nothing at all to do with escorting Jacob. Instead, the angels were intent on catching a glimpse of the righteous fellow, and his sleeping at Bethel provided them with an opportunity.
It was for that reason that a multitude of angels, a continuous stream of them, went down on the ladder and back up again while Jacob slept.
Indeed, the Genesis text itself offered some support for this reading. It said that "a ladder was stuck into the ground and its top reached up to heaven, and the angels of God were going up and down on it." The word bô ("on it") in Hebrew might equally well be rendered upon him. It so, the text would be indicating the purpose of the angels' descent was to arrive directly next to Jacob himself-presumably, to see him up close. Alternately, "upon him" might be interpreted as an elliptical phrase-as if what the text were really saying was that the angels were descending to look upon him, 5 to catch a glimpse of the righteous Jacob asleep on the ground.
One early passage that depends on this line of interpretation is found in the New Testament:
Jesus answered him, "Because I said to you, I saw you under the fig tree, do you believe? You shall see greater things than these." And he said to him, "Truly, truly, I say to you, you will see heaven opened, and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of man." (John 1:50-51)
Many commentators have recognized in the words "the angels of God ascending and descending" an allusion to Gen. 28:12; but it is not simply an allusion to the biblical verse but the biblical verse as interpreted in the sense described above. That is, the word bô is being understood as "upon him" (here, "upon the Son of man") and not "on it," that is, the ladder. 6 In keeping with this same What about the order of the verbs, "ascending and descending"? Apparently-as John 1:50-51 shows-in this midrash the order was not taken to be significant. After all, the act of admiring Jacob might imply hundreds, perhaps thousands, of angels going down to take a look. If so, the verbs "ascending and descending" refer to continuous, simultaneous activity-some angels go up while others go down-in which case the order in which the verbs appear makes no difference.
Given such a scenario, there was no need to explain why, once having descended, the angels went back up again; heaven was, after all, their home. Nevertheless, some versions of this midrash specify that the angels not only descended to look at Jacob but also ascended to look at him, 8 since Jacob's portrait, by an old midrashic tradition, 9 was engraved on God's own heavenly throne: One of the most characteristic features of rabbinic midrash is the blending-and sometimes, the confusing-of exegetical motifs that were originally quite separate from one another. A good example of this phenomenon is the treatment of Gen. 28:12 in the Palestinian targums, which combine a number of elements seen thus far:
And he dreamt that there was a ladder fixed in the earth and its top reached the heavens, and the two angels who had gone to Sodom and had then been exiled from Heaven for having revealed secrets of the Master of the world and had thus been wandering about until Jacob left his father's house, whereupon they lovingly accompanied him to Bethel-now they ascended to the upper heavens and called out: Come and see the faithful Jacob, whose portrait is fixed on the Glorious Throne, since you have desired to see him. Then the other holy angels of the Lord went down to see him.
[Targum Pseudo-Jonathan Gen. 28:12; cf. Targum Neophyti ad loc.)
Here we have the motif "Exiled Angels," whose one-time ascent was designed to account for the word order of "ascending and descending." Once in heaven, however, these exiled angels invite their angelic brethren to go down and admire the faithful Jacob. This element belongs not to the "Exiled Angels" motif at all but to that of "Angels Descended to Admire Jacob." (The connection to this motif is solidified by the next clause, which explicitly mentions Jacob's portrait engraved on the heavenly throne.) 11 Note, however, how this second motif has been slightly modified. Originally, there was a continuous flow of angels up and down, as attested in John 1:50-51 and Genesis Rabba 68:12; in the latter text, the ascending angels were going up to see Jacob's portrait etched on the heavenly throne, while the descending ones were going down to see Jacob in person.
In the targumic version, however, the arriving, formerly exiled, angels call out to the other angels, who, being stationed in heaven, have apparently already seen Jacob's portrait etched on the heavenly throne. They are therefore told to go down to see the sleeping Jacob in person, "since you have desired to see him." Thus, two originally quite separate explanations of the ascending and descending angels have been successfully fused in the targumic tradition.
Rise and Fall of Empires
All the motifs seen thus far separate the ladder and the angels from the content of Jacob's dream. But to most readers of the Bible this separation must have appeared artificial; surely the ladder and the angels were part of the dream, a significant part! A number of interpreters, therefore, sought to explain these elements (as Philo did) as symbolic, indeed, as a symbolic announcement of Jacob's own future.
The following midrashic explanation of Jacob's vision exists in several forms; the most widely attested is a remark attributed to R. Samuel b. Nahman:
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And he dreamt that a ladder was set on the ground and its top R. Samuel b. Nahman's point of departure is a question already mentioned: if the angels in Jacob's dream were (as the biblical text calls them) the "angels of God"-presumably the highest class of angels, God's "ministering angels"-what were they doing going up and down a ladder stuck into the earth rather than serving God in the loftiest regions of heaven? The answer he gives is that, despite the phrase "angels of God" in the biblical text, these angels
were not in fact God's ministering angels but the angelic "princes" of the nations mentioned in the book of Daniel (Dan. 10:13, 20, etc.), each of whom is assigned to watch over a different country or people. Their "ascending and descending" (in that order), therefore, had great significance: what Jacob saw was actually a visual representation of the rise and fall of empires, specifically, those foreign empires which would dominate his own descendants in time to come. 13 And so, our midrash specifies that the angels that Jacob saw were, in turn, the guardian angels of Babylon, Media, Greece, and Rome. The seventy rungs that the guardian angel of Babylon ascends represent the seventy years of the Babylonian captivity as specified in Jer. 25:11-12, 29:10, and later Jewish writings; the number of rungs ascended by the guardians of Media and Greece similarly correspond to traditional chronology. 14 But what of Rome? Its angel kept going up and up-no wonder Jacob is frightened! It was bad enough for Jacob to see that his descendants were to be dominated by a succession of foreign empires, but according to this dream, the Roman domination would go on for centuries and centuries and seemed, in fact, to have no end. It was then that God reassured him with a verse from the book of Obadiah, "Though you soar aloft like the eagle, though your nest is set among the stars, from there I will bring you down, says the Lord." These words, addressed by the biblical prophet to the nation of Edom, seemed particularly appropriate in context since, by a wellworn midrashic act of identification, Edom, along with its founder, Esau, were typologically identified with the Roman empire. 15 Rome's domination might thus appear endless right now, but its guardian angel, like the previous ones, would eventually have to end its climb on the ladder and go back down.
Of all the interpretations of Jacob's dream examined thus far, this last one certainly had the most to recommend it. Every element of the narrative was well accounted for: the ladder and the angels, God's (now necessary) words of reassurance to Jacob, and Jacob's fear on awakening. Indeed, by this interpretation Jacob was understood to have had a full revelation of his descendants' future, much as Abraham had at the "covenant between the pieces" in Genesis 15. (In particular, the motif "Abraham Saw a Dire Future" may have served as a model for "Rise and Fall of Empires.") 16 What is more, if one imagines this interpretation being put forward by a Jewish sage of the late third or early fourth century, at a time when Roman dominion over the Jewish people and their national homeland did indeed seem utterly unchallengeable and destined to last forever, the interpretation of Jacob's dream it espouses must appear as a inspiring message of hope in the most trying of times: even the greatest of obstacles can eventually be overcome if one only has the patience and courage to outlast it.
Ensnared on the Staircase of History
A somewhat similar, but nevertheless distinct, explanation of Jacob's dream is sometimes conjoined with this one: R. Berekhya and R. Helbo and R. Simeon b. Yosina: R. Meir explained the verse, "Despite all this they still sinned; they did not believe despite his miracles" (Ps. 78:32). This refers to Jacob who did not believe and did not ascend [the ladder]. God said to him: "Jacob, if you had believed and gone up, you would never have had to go down again; but now, since you have not believed and have not gone up, your children will become entangled with nations and ensnared with empires, [and will go] from empire to empire, from Babylon to Media and from Media to Greece and from Greece to Rome." He said to Him: "Ruler of the universe, forever?" Said God to him, "Do not fear, my servant Jacob, and do not be dismayed, Israel" [Jer. 30:10]. 17 At first glance, this passage might appear to be rather similar to "Rise and Fall of Empires": once again we have the ladder and the four empires. But here, strikingly, it is not the four guardian angels who are to ascend the ladder; in fact, there is no mention of these guardian angels, just the four empires themselves. Instead, apparently, it is Jacob himself who is asked to ascend. Unfortunately, Jacob loses his nerve; he does not sufficiently trust in God and so does not go up (that is, he "did not believe and did not ascend"). As a result, his descendants will now become "ensnared with empires," going from one to the next, "from Babylon to Media and from Media to Greece and from Greece to Rome." That is, since Jacob did not ascend, his children will have to-but they will not have an easy time of it. Apparently, Babylon, Media, Greece, and Rome are the four rungs of this ladder: Jacob's descendants are to go (as the text says) "from empire to empire" by climbing, slowly making their way to the top. But since they will become "entangled" and "ensnared," impeded in their climb, the ascent will not be rapidly accomplished. If only Jacob had trusted in God, he himself would have gotten over these rungs unscathed! But since he did not believe, rough times are in store.
This overall scenario sets the reader up for the punch-line of this midrash, the biblical verse cited at the end, "Do not fear, my servant Jacob, and do not be dismayed, Israel" (Jer. 30:10). A normal reader would see the two halves of this verse as virtually synonymous: "Israel" is another name for Jacob, and "fear" and "be dismayed" are near-synonyms. But "Jacob" might also be differentiated from "Israel," the former referring to the patriarch himself and the latter to the nation descended from him. Moreover, the word normally translated as "dismayed" here, tht, can, if one wishes, be understood to derive from the root nht, meaning "go down," "descend" (and not from htt, "dismay"). This is precisely the playful switch being proposed by this midrash. For, by substituting this other meaning, the midrashist can make God out to be simultaneously telling Jacob not to fear and "Israel" (that is, Jacob's descendants) not to go down, not to give up because of the difficulties of the climb in which they are engaged. 18 For this pun to work, of course, one has to imagine the personified people of Israel halfway up a ladder somewhere-that is to say, one has to have precisely the picture presented by this midrash, in which Jacob's descendants are in the midst of the rough climb that leads "from Babylon to Media and from Media to Greece and from Greece to Rome."
AN ANCIENT MIDRASH ON JACOB'S DREAM I wish now to consider an ancient, and certainly a rather strange, treatment of Jacob's dream, the one found in a short biblical pseudepigraphon called the Ladder of Jacob. 19 Known only from the medieval Slavonic Tolkovaya Paleya, this text exists in a number of versions; in addition to retelling Jacob's dream itself, it contains a prayer 20 and angelic revelation nowhere present in the biblical narrative. The Slavonic text is clearly a translation from a now-lost Greek version; it appears likely to me that the Greek is itself a translation from an original Aramaic or Hebrew text dating from, roughly speaking, the Second Temple period. 21 There are many mysterious elements in this text that I cannot explain; here I would like simply to examine an area of overlap between its basic understanding of Jacob's dream and some of the rabbinic explanations just surveyed. Jacob's dream-vision is presented in the opening verses:
Jacob then went to Laban, his uncle. He found a place and, laying his head on a stone, he slept there, for the sun had gone down. He had a dream. And behold, a ladder was fixed on the earth, whose top reached to heaven. And the top of the ladder was the face of a man, carved out of fire. There were twelve steps leading to the top of the ladder, and on each step to the top there were human faces, on the right and on the left, twenty-four faces, including their chests. And the face in the middle was higher than all that I saw, the one of fire, including the shoulders and arms, exceedingly terrifying, more than those twenty-four faces. (Lad. Jac. 1:1-6) Here, Jacob's dream has undergone a radical transformation. Instead of a ladder with angels, what Jacob sees here are human heads-a fiery head at the very top of the ladder, and then human faces to the left and right side of each of the ladder's twelve steps. Such a ghoulish display might indeed explain why Jacob was frightened when he awoke-but what is the point of it all? The head at the very top of the ladder seems to have been generated by the biblical text itself. It says of the ladder that "its top reached up to heaven," but the Hebrew word for "top" (rö's) can also mean "head." Taken in this sense, the biblical text would seem to be saying that the ladder had an actual head on it-hence, the fiery head in our text. But what of the twenty-four faces?
The author leaves us to wonder about these things until chapter 5, when the angel Sariel comes to tell Jacob the meaning of his visionary dream:
Then he [the angel] said to me [Jacob]: "You have seen a ladder with twelve steps, each step having two human faces which kept changing their appearance. The ladder is this age, and the twelve steps are the periods of this age, and the twenty-four faces are the kings of the lawless 22 nations of this age. Under these kings the children of your children and the generations of your sons will be tested; 23 they [the foreign kings] will rise up because of 24 the wickedness of your offspring. And they [the foreign kings] will make this place empty by four ascents because of the sins of your offspring. And upon the property of your forefathers a palace will be built, a temple in the name of your God and your fathers' IGod], but in anger against your children it will be made deserted, until the fourth descent of this age. 25 For you saw earlier 26 four figures, the ones who happened upon 27 the steps (the ascending and descending angels [were] 28 the figures in the middle of the steps). The Most High will raise up kings from your brother Esau's children's children, and they will succeed 29 all the rulers of the peoples of the earth who have done evil to your descendants. And they will be given over into his power and they will suffer him against their will. He will hold them by force and rule over them, and they will not be able to oppose him until the day he decrees™ upon them to serve idols and to offer sacrifices to the dead. And he will command that all people in his kingdom be forced to do this. And there will be some who will be guilty of such an offence; some of your family will serve the Most High, and some will worship idols. 31 Know, Jacob, that your descendants will be exiles in a strange land, and they will afflict them with slavery and inflict wounds on them every day. But the Lord will judge the people for whom they slave." {Lad. ]ac. 5:1-17)
It is not hard to see a certain similarity between the very beginning of this explanation of Jacob's dream and the last rabbinic motif examined above, "Ensnared on the Staircase of History." In both, the steps of the ladder are taken to represent successive stages in the history of Israel. Here, however, the climb is not from one empire to the next, Babylon through Rome; instead, the ladder's twelve steps represent the "twelve periods of this age," while the two faces adorning each step, twenty-four in all, are the twenty-four "kings of the lawless nations of this age." If so, what Jacob sees is a vision of his descendants' future, an age of foreign domination divided into twelve periods. This foreign domination, the text says, will come about as a result of the "wickedness" of Jacob's offspring-it is, in other words, a divine punishment.
That much is clear. At this point, however, the text goes off in .another direction and we hear no more about the staircase of history. Instead, there is a mention of "four ascents" and the destruction of the Jerusalem temple ("And ... a palace will be built, a temple in the name of your God and your fathers' [God], but in anger against your children it will be made deserted"). The temple will remain deserted until the "fourth descent." The "four ascents" and the desolation that will last until the "fourth descent" are reminiscent of another midrashic motif examined above, "Rise and Fall of Empires," in which the four ascending and descending angels represent the four kingdoms or empires that will rule over the Jewish people. The last of the four empires is Rome, and only its final descent will bring to an end the period of foreign domination revealed to Jacob in his dream. Having mentioned these four ascents, our text then goes on to describe Israel's suffering under Roman domination in greater detail. Esau, typologically Rome, may have been the biblical Jacob's brother, but it is from his progeny that will arise evil kings who will oppress the Jewish people. Ultimately they will even force some Jews to give up the worship of their God and serve idols instead. This will be the final outrage, to be followed soon, apparently, by Rome's downfall.
The text of the Ladder of Jacob is rather difficult, but if I have understood it correctly, it appears to be an amalgam of two quite separate motifs (very much as two different approaches were combined in the passage from Targum Pseudo-Jonathan seen earlier). The basic motif "Staircase of History"-or at least a version of it, which we might call "The Twelve Steps of the Staircase," in which each step represents a different period and its two kingsseems to have been the original basis of this text. At some point, however, an editor or copyist familiar with the "Rise and Fall of Empires" motif resolved to insert it in this text. This was done in a rather sloppy manner. The angel in chapter 5 refers to the "four ascents" in Jacob's dream-in fact, he goes out of his way to remind Jacob twice that that is what he saw, "For you have seen the fourth figure . . . ," "For you saw earlier four figures . . . ." But these reminders are just a bluff. In fact, there was no mention of four ascents or a "fourth figure" in the original account of the dream in chapter 1, since the interpolator has apparently limited himself to tampering with chapter 5 alone. There could thus be no clearer announcement that this whole section about the Romans and the "four ascents" was stuck in after the original text had been composed. The lack of agreement between what the dream itself contains (chapter 1) and what the angel says it contained (chapter 5) makes this obvious.
There is another indication that, indeed, the whole section about Rome is an insertion. The last two sentences in the passage quoted are apparently an allusion to the enslavement of the Israelites in Egypt: "Know, Jacob, that your descendants will be exiles in a strange land, and they will afflict them with slavery and inflict wounds on them every day. But the Lord will judge the people for whom they slave." This is a nearly exact quote of Gen. 15:13-14. It certainly cannot refer to the period of Jewish suffering under the Romans-the subject of the insertion that just precedes it-because by no stretch of the imagination could it be said that the Jews were "exiles in a strange land" under the Romans: they were at home in their own land, but being ruled by foreigners. In other words, it bears no connection to the sentence that precedes it; it does, however, continue the theme of Israel's future oppression that was being discussed before the section about Rome began. Indeed, if we cut out the whole section about Rome, we get a fairly smooth interpretation of Jacob's dream as it was presented in chapter 1 :
Then he [the angel] said to me [Jacob] : "You have seen a ladder with twelve steps, each step having two human faces which kept changing their appearance. The ladder is this age, and the twelve steps are the periods of this age, and the twenty-four faces are the kings of the lawless nations of this age. Under these kings the children of your children and the generations of your sons will be tested; they [the foreign kings] will rise up because of the wickedness of your offspring. . . . Know, Jacob, that your descendants will be exiles in a strange land, and they will afflict them with slavery and inflict wounds on them every day. But the Lord will judge the people for whom they slave."
The verses that follow these continue the theme of Egyptian slavery and ultimate redemption, but the subject of Roman domination does not return.
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When were the "four ascents" and the description of Roman domination inserted in the original text? It is difficult to say for sure, but this part of the text must certainly postdate the revolt against Rome and the destruction of the temple in 70 c.E. Indeed, it is not difficult to imagine how the insertion came to be made. At the time of the temple's fall, the original text of the Ladder of Jacob had presumably been around for some years, but although this text contained vague predictions of a dire future for Israel, it made no clear reference to the cataclysmic destruction of God's own house. If the Ladder of Jacob were to continue to enjoy its prophetic reputation, some specific reference to the Romans and the destruction had to be made. And so one was inserted: an allusion to the "Rise and Fall of Empires" motif-in which Rome features prominently as the fourth empire-was stuck into the existing text.
THE TWELVE STEPS OF THE STAIRCASE
The material about Rome and the destruction of the Jerusalem temple was thus added to a text that already contained its own, rather different, explanation of Jacob's dream-vision. What can be deduced about this original exegetical motif? As was already observed, it bears a fundamental similarity to the "Ensnared on the Staircase of History" motif described earlier. In fact, both that rabbinic text and the original version of the Ladder of Jacob are, as mentioned, variants of the same basic motif, "Staircase of History."
In order to understand how this motif was first created, we must return to the biblical text. Jacob sees a ladder in his dream and is frightened. What is frightening, this motif asserts, is the ladder itself. In this respect it bears some resemblance to Philo's explanation of Jacob's dream, with which we began. The difference is that, while Philo wished to relate the "irregular course" symbolized by the ladder to Jacob's own life, the "Staircase of History" motif relates it to the life of Jacob's descendants, the people of Israel: the ladder represents the coming ages of history, and Jacob sees the terrible things that lie in store for his offspring. No wonder he says, "How fearsome is this place!" In thus explaining Jacob's dream as foretelling what will happen to his descendants, the "Staircase of History" motif seems to be suggesting a connection between Jacob's dream-vision at Bethel and Abraham's dream-vision in the "covenant between the pieces," narrated in Genesis 15. There Abraham is warned that his descendants will be enslaved in Egypt-and, in later, midrashic elaborations of this passage, he is warned about the subsequent domination of his offspring by other foreign powers. 33 The "Staircase of History" motif seems designed to suggest that Jacob, Israel's immediate ancestor, received at Bethel a similar warning about his descendants' future oppressors.
In both variants of this basic motif, the fact that the Bible mentions certain angels ascending and descending on the ladder is relatively unimportant: their traveling up and down the ladder of future ages probably holds no particular significance for Jacob, save perhaps that, in the hard times to come, his progeny will be watched over and protected. But the whole point is the frightening display of the ladder and the domination of Jacob's descendants that it foretells, domination by foreign kings.
Why does the version of this motif in the Ladder ofJacob specify that the coming ages are divided into twelve steps? The whole idea of the display of future history does have certain obvious affinities with other Second Temple texts, many of which likewise conceive of time as divided up into a certain number of periods or units (usually ten, but sometimes twelve). 34 It seems to me unlikely that any more precise significance be attributed to the number twelve in context, especially since, for this original version of the text, the tribulations of Jacob's progeny will start with the period of slavery in Egypt and not with the Babylonian exile (as per the rabbinic motifs); twelve is simply a great many difficult periods for the Jewish people to live through before the messiness of history will be resolved. 35 In short, I do not think the twelve steps offer any clue as to when, precisely, the Ladder of Jacob was written.
Other clues, however, do exist. The first has already been mentioned: the very fact that the material about the Roman destruction of the temple has been added to an earlier version suggests that the original Ladder of Jacob must go back to before the great Jewish revolt of 68-70 CE. How much earlier is difficult to guess. The twelve equal steps and the twenty-four faces on them highlight the fact that, for this author, Jewish history consists of an unbroken series of foreign oppressors. It is difficult to imagine someone holding such a view during the period of the revolt of the Maccabees or that of their immediate Hasmonean successors; whatever the author's opinion of them might have been, he would probably not have depicted them as foreign rulers, the "kings of the lawless nations." If this bit of evidence is to be taken seriously, then the Ladder of Jacob might well be thought to have originated in a pre-Maccabean text. This is certainly possible; if so, the interpolator's reluctance to retouch chapter 1 may represent not sloppiness so much as an unwillingness to make more than a minimum number of changes in a text that was already an old classic and whose opening sentences, therefore, might not easily be tampered with. On the other hand, the absence of any reference to the Ladder of Jacob elsewhere in Second Temple writings-as well as the fact that it survived only in the Slavonic Paleya-make such an early date of composition problematic. Alternately, it might be possible to assign to this work a date in the early to mid-first century C.E., at a time when Maccabean nationalism had faded into dim memory and when the later Hasmoneans seemed so linked to Hellenism and foreign powers-indeed, subsequently, to the Romans themselves-as to be classifiable as foreign rulers, even if homegrown.
AN OVERVIEW
The case of Jacob's dream provides a good example of how ancient biblical interpreters sometimes sought to reckon with a text that, on the one hand, was potentially puzzling but, on the other, afforded interpreters an opportunity to put a particular "spin" on the Bible's words. At first glance, of course, the image of the ladder and the ascending and descending angels could not have been particularly troubling. It must have seemed to be a visual embodiment of the special connection between heaven and the particular spot on which Jacob was sleeping-a spot that, as Jacob goes on to say, is the very "house of God" and the "gateway of heaven." As for the angels, their going up and down must have simply been a way of showing that this connection with heaven was active and ongoing; if their presence on the ladder served any other purpose, was it not to symbolize the divine protection that God went on to promise Jacob directly when He spoke to him in his dream? But precisely because all these things are subsequently spoken, the visual image itself must also have appeared somewhat unnecessary. Was its purpose simply to be some kind of illustration of God's words? Or was this image intended to make some other point?
This question about the purpose of the image apparently stands behind the motifs "Changing of the Guard," "Exiled Angels," and "Angels Descended to Admire Jacob." All of these, we have seen, took a minimalist approach to the dream, excluding the angels and the ladder from its content and seeing in its words only a confirmation of the divine grant of land to Jacob and his descendants. The ladder, according to common approach of these motifs, was thus a real ladder and not part of the dream, and the angels who went up and down on it were quite unrelated to God's words of encouragement. Such an approach required, however, a separate explanation for the ascending and descending angels. "Angels Descended to Admire Jacob" took what seems like the most direct approach, asserting that the purpose of these (multiple) ascents and descents was to permit the angels to take a look at the sleeping Jacob in the flesh. That such a motif is reflected relatively early-in John's Gospel-suggests that it preceded the other two not only in simplicity but chronologically as well. In this motif, because it envisages myriads of angels ascending and descending on a single ladder, the order "ascending/ descending" was unimportant: clearly, some angels must have been going up, returning to heaven, while other angels were going down. But this basic scheme came to be elaborated at a certain point: the originally separate midrashic motif of "Jacob's Face Engraved on the Heavenly Throne" was eventually combined with this one, so that the angels now descended to see Jacob and ascended to see his image on the heavenly throne. In fact, we saw how the targumic tradition succeeded in blending three originally distinct motifs-"Exiled Angels," "Angels Descended to Admire Jacob," and "Jacob's Face Engraved on the Heavenly Throne"-into a single whole.
It is also noteworthy that interpreters of this school used the occasion to assert what was hardly evident in the biblical text itself: even at this early stage of his life, they say, Jacob was a paragon of virtue. Thus Jacob is called "Jacob the righteous," and it was precisely his righteousness that caused the exiled angels to wish to accompany him on his journey, or caused the heavenly angels to wish to go down and see this remarkable human being in person.
Meanwhile, other interpreters had taken the opposite tack and included the ladder and the angels in the dream itself. What did these signify? As mentioned, they seemed, on the face of things, altogether positive. At a relatively early stage, however, some interpreters wished to find in Jacob's dream the equivalent of Abraham's dream-vision in Genesis 15, where it had been foretold to him that "your offspring will be strangers in a land not theirs, and they will be enslaved and oppressed four hundred years" (Gen. 15:13). If such a glimpse of the future was afforded to Abraham, ought not Israel's more immediate ancestor, Jacob, have been shown the same thing-or more? Out of such considerations developed the basic motif "Staircase of History": Jacob saw at Bethel the steps or stages through which his descendents would have to climb in future centuries. This motif is first attested in a text to which was added, in rather clumsy fashion, a new section describing Roman oppression and the destruction of the Jerusalem temple. This fact alone argues that the "Staircase of History" is a fairly old motif, certainly antedating 70 CE., and possibly even going back to pre-Maccabean times.
At some point, this motif came to be combined specifically with the theme of the four empires that will oppress the Jews-a theme attested in the book of Daniel and elsewhere (though the identity of the four was apparently somewhat different there). 36 Now the ladder came to have only four rungs: Babylon, Persia-Media, Greece, and Rome, each of which constituted an obstacle to the ascent of the ladder: thus was created the daughter-motif, "Ensnared on the Staircase of History." To this scheme was added the punch-line from Jer. 30:10, "Do not fear, my servant Jacob, and don't go down, Israel." Citing this biblical verse added an element of hope to the old staircase motif: Keep the faith, Israel, and keep on climbing! Probably at a somewhat later date was created a rival motif, "Rise and Fall of Empires." This was a midrashic triumph in two respects: It accounted perfectly for the angels in the dream as well as the ladder (whereas "Staircase of History" had essentially omitted the angels). Moreover, it had an even more specific message of hope: God had promised to end the rise of Edom/Rome, even though it looked like their climb would never end (Obad. 1:4). This motif's precise chronological relation to the staircase motif cannot be determined for sure, but since a better midrash usually tends to circulate more freely and eventually drives out a lesser one (a kind of anti-Gresham's law), it seems to me probable that "Rise and Fall of Empires" came about after "Staircase of History" even in its four-empires configuration; indeed, the element of the four empires in the staircase motif may well have served as a direct inspiration for the "Rise and Fall" motif. The fact that rabbinic texts attribute the "Staircase of History" motif to R. Meir, a tanna of the second century CE. and "Rise and Fall of Empires" to an amora who lived more than a century later might support this relative dating.
Meanwhile, what of the biblical Jacob? According to the Genesis account, after his vision of the ladder he continued his journey to his uncle Laban's house, where he met and eventually married his two cousins, Leah and Rachel, and fathered his twelve sons, the future twelve tribes of Israel. He also had a daughter, Dinahand it is the story of her rape by Shechem, the son of Hamor, that constitutes the background of our next examination of ancient biblical interpretation. See below. 5 In this case, the missing verb might be "»non (to gaze or contemplate) or trm (look at, consider), both of which are regularly followed by the preposition "-3".
See in this sense Midrash Tanbuma (Buber ed.), ad loc. 7 The continuation of this passage actually presents a variant on the admiring angels motif; it finds in the phrase "descending upon him" a somewhat negative connotation and so, building on the ancient midrashic theme of the rivalry between angels and humans, suggests that the angels actually went down 13, in order to harm Jacob or curse him. See Genesis Rabba 68:12.
8 That is, they associate the word "a, now understood as an elliptical way of saying "in order to gaze upon him," with both verbs: the angels went up to gaze upon him and they went down to gaze upon him.
'This motif developed out of the statement, "its top reached to heaven"; the same words might be understood as "his head reached to heaven" and thus to refer not to the ladder but to Jacob. I have discussed the origins of this tradition in In Potiphar's House, 112-20. 10 Here, the word "glorified" in Isaiah is being interpreted rather more concretely as "beautified." In other words, God is saying that His throne (and, by extension, His own being) is beautified by Israel (another name for Jacob) since his portrait adorns it.
n The whole idea that the ascending angels actually invite the others to behold the faithful Jacob is unique here and may itself be connected to an entirely dif- "And your progeny will be like the dust of the earth, and you will extend westward and eastward, north and south" (Gen. 28:14)-these words are no longer a prediction of Israel's expansion and power but of its subjection and dispersion.
What Jacob sees in the vision of the ladder is his own descendants' exile and subsequent domination by foreign peoples. Similarly, "I will be with you and guard you wherever you shall go" (Gen. 28:15) now sounds like a divine assurance that, despite the terrible times to come, Israel will never be completely abandoned. No wonder, then, that the biblical text says about Jacob when he awakens from this vision, "And he was afraid and said, 'How fearsome is this place!'" (Gen. 28:17) . sense. More likely it said something like "succeed" (prëimati), or possibly, "surpass." 30 The Slavonic myslb here probably represents Hebrew, n^r which is both "thought" and "plan," "decree. 
